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A TASX FORCE REPORT ON 
COPlPlUNITY DISRU?TiOI! IiJIXCATOR3 AiJD RESPOit'ISZ COOR3INATION 

Part I 
_c_ Conceptuel. and Theoretical Background: 

The following statemezi: is the end product of a Icng process of task force 
meetings, field testing, and reworking of analytical ideas against concrete examples 
of social phenomena. 
theory" but no attempt has been m d e  to develop a tightly knit relationship. 
Rather what v7e use here are particular perspectives which v7e think throw some light 
on the notion of coinmunity disruption and response coordination at times of disaster, 
?art of the purpose of this report is to underline what has been omitted as well as 
k7hat has been used, and more importantly why they have either been accepted or 
rejected in the development of our approach to the problem. 

The overall formulation shows some relationship to 'systems 

We deal with methodological as well as theoretical issues and questions. 
Thus, a major ef2ort has been made to develop data gathering techniques that have 
some relationship to the conceptual and analytical ideas ac33anced. We assume 
certain kinds of information are czucial if certain concepts and analyses are to be 
valid in any kind of explanation or understanding sought about the problem. 

In what follows, key concepts are first set forth. A justification is given 
for each particular usage along with a statement about assets and liabilities in 
using the concept (and associated empirical data) in particular ways. In conclusion, 
we make an attempt to show how all the various concepts can be usefully joined 
together, methodologically and theoretically, as a r~orkable approach to the phenomena 
ws are interested in studying. 

Comun i t y 

The notion of community oi'cen advauced in the literature is one which assunes 
a more or less self containe?, rationally defined and internally consistent entity. 
This particular view has for certain purposes not provca to be particularly useful 
sLnce in larger communiti,e,n cirese characteristics do not seem to be especially 
dominant (although they may hold for smaller communities, in particular those 
organized around an explicit set 02 poverEul values, e.g., the Amish). The fact 
that DRC tiill study most often the Gesellschaft type of connunity seems to justify 
the effort made to develop a notion of community which is not oriented to the 
Gemeinschaft type. However, since our notiwn of cotmaunity does not have any pre- 
defined characteristics it should be able to capture both types adequately. Since 
ve are concerned with community ia Cisaster tto, have only attempted to create a 
notion of community that is adequate for a disaster situation (although its impli- 
cations for non-disaster situations are clear but not developed in this report). 
The best way to relate the notion of conmunity which this task force has accepted 
is to start with a very brief discuasion 05 the historical development of the 
concentration 02 human groupings. 

Kuman betngs have settled on the &ce of the earth in varying degrees of 
density and centrality. Social and cultural life has developed in a relatively 
ad hoc 2ashion. Some sectors of the social world have been rationally defined 
and their boundaries are coterminous wlth their raison-d'etre. However, many of 



the boundaries of the various sectors of human life are quite arbitrary although 
they m y  have been rationally located in terms of their aeneral location. Also, 
many aspects 05 social life are larzely ifree of spacial constraints. 

What results are concentrations of people diose needs are being cared for by 
various political, economic and service eatities. 
these various groups and organizztions are ad hoc and arbitrary and are more 
heavily indebted to historical eccirlenk, political lobbyins, personal and/or 
corporate power t'bn to rational plat--ning. 

Piany of the jurisdictions of 

As a result, it is rare that na;?yr if any, 02 the boundasies of one juris- 
diction or' a service or political entity correspond vith another or most others. 
Rather, we get a more accurate picture ir" ve conceive 02 a series of overlaps 02 
jurisdictional boundaries on a map with some spacial locations shared by all an.1 
a rather hazy boundary where correspondence of domains decreases. 

The notion that a community is at? interrelated systern t>?ith its many parts 

It seems more accuratn, to depict concentrations of social life as 
being rationally interconnected is also problenatic. (The organismic model is 
found wanting.) 
the end product of historical accideots and individuals and group planning rshich 
have over time made some adjustments 02 each other as they have created conflict, 
tension, competition. Thus what 178 tend to have in a human concentration is a 
loosely linker2 rather than highly integrated web of interrelationships. Fzom t!lis 
it follovm that any change in the environment of this concentration of social lir'e 
will not necessarily effect all of it. Thus while diole sectozs of a particular 
social entity can be disrupted not evezy organization, groupp or individual is 
afr'ected. 

In light of the above, the task force decided to set asid.e this notion of 
comunity. ??e concluded that the best course of action for o x  purposes was to 
focus on those aspects of human concentrations which select themselves out as a 
disaster impacts then. There is no pre-&fined pattern of response assumed by this 
~te-cipoint nor is there any pre-defined lidt of organizations or groups or individtiah 
which are seen as always responding iit a time of emergency. 

?,kat is seen as more realistic is the following scene. There exists a 
particular concentration of people ir, a particular location. It is not well-defined 
internally nor is it particularly highly interrelated. A specific disaster agent 
impacts this area and creates a variety o€ problems and thseatens the continuity 
of the soclal, economic, political, etc. life of this poptilatior. As a result, 
certain groups, individuals, and organizations take skeps to mitigate and/or repair 
the damzge and reinstate a new stable level of activities to support the social 
life of the area. 

Thus, t3eozetically cornunity liEe 5ecomes that subset 02 individuals, groups, 
and organizations vhich respond to the pro5lrtas created by a disaster instead 02 
Che possible Cotal set of individuals, groups, aid organizations in that particulsr 
concentration of social liEe. 

Methodologically then, the field team sent to a disastei area r~ould locate 
its cornunity by searching out those inCLviduals, groups, an3 orzanizations which 
have assume? the various tasks necessary to pdt the impact& area ''back on its 
feet. ' YZiile past DRC research has probably located and tlocumented most of the 
necessary task areas which need to be completed, the instrument which tqill be used 
should be flexible enough to capture any net3 task area which may have been missed. 
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From a methodological viewpoint, we must also consider the problem that since 
specific tasks have not been specified (nor have particular individuals or groups or 
organizations for these tasks) that the information on any one disaster may be some- 
MhahL idiosyncratic. 
response to a disaster operstes gnder several constraints. 
example, all tend to delegate the same certain responsibilities to the same organi- 
zations across the country. 
and organizations also help to make responses to disaster in different areas quite 
sinilar. 
disaster agents seem to create the same tasks and thus tend to homogenize the 
response patterns of communities into a few types of responses. 
communities in America share basic patterns of aolving day to day situations, they 
will. have similar skills, structures and organizational divisions of labor, upon 
which they draw €Tom and depend upon in a disaster response. 

This, hoveves, is not as large a problem as it seems. The 
Cities in America, for 

State and federal laws and regulations, responsibilities 

It might also be mentioned that, at a descriptive level, certain types of 

Thus, in 8s much as 

In considering the possible disadvantages of this conception of comunity, the 
task force was concerned that for purposes of comparability of findings such an 
approach 570Uld be problematic. It vias concluded, however, that arbitrary definitions 
of a community as co-terminous with city limits ~7as even more problematic. 
while 'che proposed notion of community may make the initial field work quite tentative, 
in the long run all groups, organizations and individuals responsible for community 
response to disaster should have been recognized and studied. 

Thus, 

A Biographical Amroach to Communities in Disaster 

The task force feels that such an approach to community is largely a biograpki- 
ca1 approach, that is, the focal concern and search for understanding of a particular 
community response is sought inductively. 
particular case being studied overrides theoretical explanations which are too broad 
to account for the idiosyncratic and/or historical factors which may be highly 
signizicant for an accurate understanding of a particular community and its response 
to disaster. The field instruments designed by this task force have been organized 
in such a way as to facilftaca the biographical approach. 
forcers conclusion that this approach to communities in disaster offers the following 
advantages. 

By this ve mean the authority of the 

It has been the task 

1) It treats each disaster as a unit in and of itself, which makes the data 
collected as coherent and meaningful as the situation from which it was collected; 
this will help reduce distortion. 

2) Since each disaster will have a somewhat different course of events and will 
hinder community life from returning to predisaster patterns for varying amounts of 
time, the biographical approach will allow the research on each disaster to be 
continued until a restabilization has occurred, thus making unnecessary a more 
arbitrary cutting off point in research. 

3) Since a biographical approach is much less structured than a one model 
approach, and since the state of our present knowledge does not present an adequate 
single model of community response in disaster, a biographical approach will allow 
for the possible emergence or" empirically based "ideal types" if such are to be 
found. This seems reasonable since much of the research is exploratory in nature. 
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4) This approach could also have enough structure to allow for coniparability 
between the various communities studied under disaster conditions. Nexuses of 
comparability arise from tvo sources in such an approach: 
fair to say that communities share a common structural dimension, they will also 
htrve equivalent organizaeions and services which keep the community operating. Thus, 
this approach could build into it instruments to collkct comparative data. b) In as, 
much as disasters create similar problems or types of problems for communities, the 
l2fe history of each individual community response will show like problems. 
case report could thus be structured in such a way as to make problems comparable. 

a) In as much as it is 

Each 

5) A biographical approach also would allow data concerning solutions to 
problems to be collected systematically and in a way which would be readily comparabi 

6) The hfstorical aspect of the biographical approach allows us to include past 
activities on the part of a community in their response to previous disasters since 
community life is seen as an ongoing activity. 
allows US to study pre-disaster, interorganizational patterns and would allow us to 
identify any major shift in the pattern of interorganizational relationships as a 
result of the disaster. 

The focus on historical aspects also 

7) The biographical zpproach would also be flexible enough to deal with, study 
and analyze the importance and effect of paierful individuals in any community 
response. 

8) The biographical approach also lends iCself easily to the study of context22 
varizrbles which are part 02 the community's profile. 
sub-culture, degree of organizational richness, disaster planning, etc., would be 
intervening, contextual variables which may be essential to a thorough analysis of a 
community response. 

Such variables as disaster 

9) Since we view the response to a disaster as largely an emergent phenomena, 
?.he biographical approach should allow us to capture and chart the developmental 
aspects of a particular response. Thus, Che biographical approach is seen to be 
broad enough to incorporate rhe idiosyncratic features of community response to 
disaster and the task-oriented research instruments operate to organize our infor- 
mation in such a way as to allow €or the identification of empirical types or 
patterns of response. Thus, while not studies of community response will be 
comparable, types of disaster and the response to them should be more comparable if 
any empirical comooafities exist. 

The implicit possibilities vhich the task force anticipates are generally 
conceived of as follows. Research should uncover independent wriables, namely type: 
of disaster agents. 
response tasks for communities, Xesearch should be able to specify types of 
intervening variables such as disaster sub-culture, organizational richness, disaste: 
planning, degree of community disruption (e.g., disruption indicators) as well as 
specify their effects on the dependent variable of our research, namely community 
response. 

That Fs, different disaster agents may well create common 

The field instlcrzments designed by this task force attempt to collect data on 
these types of variables as well as attempting to understand and/or explain how they 
influence each other. 
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Coordination 

Next we will describe riliat we mean by coordination hn community response and 
how the task force proposes t::ca;Jture the patterns of coordination in response. 

Our notion of cornmuntty focused around the idea that those individuals, groups 
and organizations who become involved in response to a disaster are €or our purposes 
the community to be studied. 
:he study of coordination was via the tasks which were undertaken as a result of the 
disaster agent. 
s Cask and the nature of the task, we believe it to be more economical and fruitful 
to focus on a list of task areas instead of a list of potentially involved organi- 
zations. While pie expect quite regular patterns of organizations and the tasks they 
perform, v7e €eel that focusing on task is more useful. 
tvo additional purposes. Organizations may be involved in more than one task at one 
time and as such would have to be analyzed sepazately i,n relation to the tasks 
performed. Therefore, if a focus on task were taken initially in the field work our 
data would already be collected in an analyzable form. While in one sense the 
information collected is the same either way, it is the task force's feeling that it 
is in a more analyzable form if collected under the task heading instead 02 the 
organization heading. 

The task force decided that the best m y  to approach 

Since there is no absolutely necessary connection between who does 

It is useful for at least 

Collection of material by task area is useful for another reason. While it is 
not always clear who is organizing and directing recovery activities, it is alaays 
~.~ssible to locate them. It seems more direct to contact the recovery crewa as they 
perform their tasks in order to find out tfno is in charge. This is the case because 
telephone communication is often out and Iihe availability of such information in the 
post-impact turmoil is often sketchy and incomplete, if not contradictory. Focus on 
east< would allow a field team to proceed directly to the recovery activity and 'kork 
up the line" to uncover authority patterns, task allocations for organizations 
irmlved, problems encountered in completing the task, etc. Some contact with the 
line members of an organiza:::J.m :\~ould help build a percydctive which could be 
applied to that given by the staff members of the same organizatfon. 

It seems quite clear that a task-oriented instrument is quite useful.for 
several reasons. A disaster agent can create several types of tasks €or a comunity. 
To date some of ths tasks which have been examined are damage mitigation, narning, 
evacuation, search and rescue, comunity order, restoration of essential services, 
coordination, temporary housing, financing and rebuilding (e.g., design, loans, 
grants). 
direct its search to cover some of the above types of tasks. 

While other tasks will be found in disaster situations, a field team could 

Perhaps one of the major advantages of a task-oriented instrument is that it 
brings eroups, organizations and individuals into research focus only when they 
become involved in disaster response. No organization is involved apriori, and no 
level of involvement (e.g., municipal, state, Eederal) is assumed to be more central. 
Zlk~! Cask oriented instrument seeks to establish who was responsible for the completion 
of diszster generated tasks. Thus, i.ndividuals, groups and organizations, by their 
Snvolvement, become part of the community response whether or not they are geograph- 
ically proximate or distant to the impacted =rea. 
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The field instrument is designed in such a way as to deal with a given task. 
9t is quite similar to a sociometric study of a small group or pm7er relarions in 
communities. Essentially, it attempts to determine the nature cf the interaction 
between individuals, groups and organizations involved in each disaster-generated 
task area. 
these organizations and also in their disaster context, 
capture authority and power constellations as well as the patterns of exchanges of 
personnel, equipment and information. 

informal, etc.) to decide hot? to best complete the disaster-generated task. Also, an 
attempt is made to locate the types of problems that were encountered when attempting 
to complete a particular task. 

An attempt is made to capture the nature of pre-disaster contact between 
An attempt is made to 

An attempt is also made to capture the type of contact used (frrmal meetings, 

What: the field instrument should provide then is a picture of hot7 a particular 
task was handled by specifying: 1) which individuals, groups and organizations were 
involved, 2) what authority relations were established, 3) what patterns of exchange 
dweloped, 4) what type of contact was utilized, 5) how central or decentral was this 
task response to the overall community response set, 4) where problems were encounter@ 
in each task area. 

Thus, essentially our notion of coordination (already implicitly given) is a 
task oriented notion. 
groups and organizations worked on a given task and if they coordinated (i.e., 
attempted to ratianally aligki and dispense their resources collectively or 
coterminously to increase their overall effectiveness by minimizing duplication, etc,) 
with other groups. If overall coordination for all task areas was attempted, it will 
also be captured by the instrument. 

The instrument will give us an indication of which individuals, 

One of the more general possible products of this instrument is that possible 
response types (in terms of tasks) may be found and be in a Eorm which would make 
them aialyzable as outcomes or' features of disaster agent types and other specified 
iV:euvening variables. 

Response Coordination and Systems Theory 

The theory of the task force and its field instrument shows some comon notion$ 
with systems theory. There are certain aspects of systems theory which  ere seen as 
quite frultful and others whose application to the disaster situation were quite 
problematic. The task of this section of the report is to make clear which selected 
sspects of the systems approach vre have accepted as well as the aspests we have 
discarded. 

Problem-Solving Orientation 

System theory argues that systems are under stress and that they attempt to 
elaborate themselves to successfully deal with this source of "tension." This 
notion seems parricularly true in a disaster situation where a particular configura- 
tion of social life has been threatened and likewise its contirruity as a going 
concern is placed in varying degrees of jeopardy. 
individual and group response to "public troubles" is accepted, the task force focus 

Assuming that this depiction of 



on tasks seems to share tkis same conception. T?e assume that a community assesses 
its damages, projects its needs, formulates tasks and attempts to complete these 
tasks to restore the comuniry to a more stable relationship with its environment 
@.e., ebsure its continuiey 3s a going concern). le; is our assumption that most, 
if no"; all, organizations involved in disaster response tend to operate on the basis 
05 formulating the nature 05 the problem which leads to the determination of tasks 
Co be completed. 

In order for those involved in cormunity coordination to formulate the 
problems, define and assign the tasks, information seems crucial. The information 
needed can best be caregsrized as : 1) assessment of damage, 2) definition of tzsk 
iirea priorieies, 3) assessmerit or' group and/or organization abilities, 4) assessment 
of task area demands (e.g., ~an,equipment). 
determine the direction of iiiformation flow as well as surne indication of its nztcre. 

The field instrument attempts to 

Psr dback 

The f.0.C. phenomena in disaster situations and the existence of frequent large 
meetS.ngs by those officials centrally involved in a disaster response seem quite 
compatible with the feedback notion. 
and study in more normal sieuations and are thus generally problematic for systems 
theory, in disaster situations, the notion seems quite useful. 
adequate figure repseseatzition of the feedback process. 

Tll'nile feedback processes are difficult to find 

Buckley has giver, an 

I 

 actio^ Outputs 

and Envirocnent 

(Buclcley, 1967: 173) 
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EOC activities tend to veriiy this action of setting disaster task goals with 
5? daily zeport on progress and a resulting corrective action or change in task as a 
result 0: progress being nade. 
clearer in this light. 

The stressed importance of information becomes 

Changing Environment Sensitivity 

Systems theory stresses that a system can not long exist withoat somehow 
keeping watch over the environment within which it operates and adjusting to changes 
in it. The dpsaster context inflates both the magnitude of the changes in the 
?avironment (since all out efcorts are being made to repair the damage and eliminate 
the disruption) and the need to continua1f.y monitor changes and progress in the 
results of disaster response in order to 12s able to modify and change disaster 
response patterns. 
environment sensitivity is quite crucial and updates on various tasks is frequmt and 
geneally seen to be essentizl. 

Since the post-impact community context is in great flux, 

u. Ornznization of lielationsh&q?- 

Systems thsory emphasizes that the organization of relacionships is one of the 
While the tdsk force was not particularly more Lniportanc aspects of a system. 

convinced of this argument or its rationale, i*k did agree that the organization 
of relaeionships between individuals, groups and organizations in response to 
disasters is important Eor an understanding of any particular community response. 
As men'cioned earlier, since orgenizacions could be irrvolved in a variety of responses, 
'ihe field instrument will collect information 02 the pattern of relacionskips for 
each task area. 

Constraints - Variety P 

The constraint-variety notion stresses that a system never operates in a 
situation without being constrained by certaiv features of the environmenc, its own 
organization as a system, and its pattern of relationships wit3 other systems. 'It 
also stresses that the environment is never constant and that variety is introduced 
as the environmen? changes. The task force is interested in how the variety 
Introduced by a disaster agent is handled by a coEmunity system which has the 
constraints of its normal modus operandi in non-disaster times, It is also 
LnZerested in the effects or" the intervening variables such as disaster sub-culture 
and disaster planning which would tend to act as intermittent constraint patterns 
lo deal with intermittent variety. Thus, the task of any field teamwould be to 
locate the constraints which the commrmity response operates lander as well as to 
locate the type of variety the disaster agent confronts the community with. Also 
anji setting events (intervening variables) and their effects should be specified. 

Unwant e-d. F-e.a&Xes<f Sys tens Orientation 

Several aspects of ehe systems orientation are not seen as fruitful either 
because they would: 1) force unnecessary riGour, 2) their impact is too vague to be 
useful, or 3) the validity of the notion is problemtic. 
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That simplification car be adaptive is evident ir, disasters. Tlie notion that 
a system survives by the ?rc,c.ess of elaboration of its sf-ructure is problematic. 
Elaborakion does not necess,?%Fly imply or guarantee the healthy adjustnent of a 
system. The notion of morphogenesis implies that complexity results from the 
accumulation of successful mappings to the environment. The task Eorce sees no 
necessity to posit a continuous process of structu~e-elaboratioc, at least not for 
our purposes. While ?.7e would expect a community to generate disasters plans, ct: least 
tcmporery strateaies (a %XXI of constraini) to deal with the variery incroduced 
inlo its environnent by 8 disaster: egent, all :tiis can be done without maintaining a 
aorp‘nogenic, holistic notion of system. 

As a matter of conjecture, ve would be inclined to argue that much of the 
disaster response activitie,g (e.%. ,&OC structures) is Etn attempt to simplify the more 
elaborate structure by vhich the cormunity norinally operates. 
sense the construction or emergence of a ne97 disaster plan or modus operandi-me:’ be 
specified as an elaboration, it mag be essential.ly an attempt EO achieve simplicity. 

Thus, while in one 

Xnile the specific characteristics of a system could be elaborated, ~‘12 have 
decided it is noE useful t o ’ ~ ~ r  purposes. Lt would tend Lo lead to unnecessary 
-$our in the data coilectioi- ana analysis wh5c’R does not seem helpful or 
particularly crucial. Since we perceive the cotrmunity not as a rationally plannd, 
logically integrated whole, we see no reasm to viev a system as such efther, 
E!p:bzr we ~75.11 \<,-Le77 community and its response as an ad hoc response vhZCh is 
Ebapedbythe idiosyncratic and historic& struclrure which existed in that community 
g ~ i o r  to the disaster agent Impact. Thus the notion of systenness seems vague and 
of questionable utility. 1.: the notion of system is not really empirically evident, 
cber the attempt to calculaze the degree of carrespondeace to an ideal type does not 
~ e e m  useful.. 

Conclusi. 

In conclusion, it can be said that in llght of our notion of community, the 
task orientation of the 2ield instmment seems justigied, An attempt has been made 
to develop ars instrument which searches for patterns in the empirical vorLd and 
~7hich does not tend to impart order to that world by its use. 
inductive and itre feel that in light of our conception of community, this is 
justified. 
be premature at this time. 

Our approach is 

We have attempted to avoid rigourous conceprual clarity because ii: would 
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PART I1 

COMMLTMTY COORDIHATION 

FIELD INSTK~NT! W%ltYAL 



General Community InformaCion Sheet 

The general orientation of this study is that a particular disaster agent 
(independent variable) has impacted the community under study. 
tshe community responds In its attempt to recover: from this disaster. Thus, community 
response is the dependent variable. 
variables which have an effect on this response to the disaster agent. 
intervening variab es as disaster sub-culture, disaster planning, organizational 
PIc!aness, impact mitigating structures, rron-dish ter community coordination patterns, 
eec., all have effects on community response. Thus, the yellow "General Community 
fnformation Sheet" asks the field team to make note or" any setting events or 
contextual variables which are significaxit in the explanation of the particular 
community response under study. 

We want to study how 

There are, however, many possible contextual 
Such 
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General Instructions: 

While in the field col'lec'c relevant baclcgrouad ir :'ornation of the following 
They will be used r.3 cmtextual independent variables for the analysis of types. 

the response coordinatian deez collected in the interviews. 

1) bras the community "organizationally rich" wtth disaster relevant organizations? 
(Specify) 

2) Xow well equipped vere they? personnel 
equipment 

3) Did they have 2ny disaster experience previously? 
dksasrer event. What type? 

How long ago? Ekme of 

[:.I As a resulc of that experience, were any disaster-mitigating activieies irritiated? 
(e.g., building dams or levies, disaster planningg, radar installed, etc.) Please 
indicate. 

5) Vere there large general meetings to coordinate Chis disaster response? Emn? 
74hich organizations were there? Who was in ctza-rgc? Bhat major decisions were 
reeched which effectively structured the overall response pattern? 

6) Were there any Major conflicts or dissensions among key organizations or key 
community figures? Give as iiuclm detail as possible. 

7) Flhich organizations were seen as being most effective and as least effective and 
idly ? 

8) :$ere there any rnajor difficulties or major rnisrakes in the C O W U R ~ ~ Y  response? 
Mho or what was responsible? 
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Organization Task Information Sheet 

Since we cannot assume that any organization is homogeneous in terms of its 
structure or the tasks i; undertakes, the green field Instrument has been developed, 
%en an orgaaization is first contacted this sheet should be used on a higher level 
member of the 17?ine11 in the organization (e'g., tke captain of a division of the 
Police Department). 
:asks the organization has been involved in as well as be able to direct Che field 
team to those members of the organization most centrally involved in this task 
response, By this taping of one informed member of the organization, the field 
team can then seek out those individuals in the organization who know vhat exactly 
was done by that organization in a task area, as well as who they worked aith eo 
complete the task. 

In this position, he should be in a position Eo lcnow ?Thick 
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Organization Task Information Sheet 
7/73 

1) Organization 

2) Position of Respondent (Informant) in that Organization 

3) Which task(s) was he responsible for in the emergency response and with which 
organization did he work? 

task Organizations worked with 

(list in order of importance) 
task Organizations worked with 

(list in order of importance) 
task Organizations worked with 

__- 
(list: in order of importance) 

4.) If more than one task, 
Which task was the most demanding of his time and the resources at his com8nd? 
(Rank in order from most to least) 

5) XE more than one-man organization, 
Glhat other tasks did other personnel become involved with? 

a) person (name 6 position) - 
task (s) (list) 

b) person (name & position) 

task(s) (fist) 

c) person (name & position) 

taslc(s) (list) 



6) What are the normal responsibilities of this organization, functionally speak2ng" 

What are the limits 
functionally speaking? 

or gurisdictional boundaries of these responsibilities, 

7) Was this the first disaseer this organization was ever involved in in the local 
community? Yes *o - If yes, indicate date of last response 
%hat tasks did this organization handle at that time and with what: ocher 
organizations ? 

Organizations 
worked with 
Or ganizati 0118 

task 

cask worked with 
Organizations 
worked with task 

6) How does this particular response differ from previous disaster experience, 
either in terms of the tasks handled or the organizations worked with? 
(Be specific) : 



Response Coordination Field Instrument 

Mhile the general rationale for this field instrument is given in the Response 
Cumdination Task Force report, a brief statement of what we hope to acquire by 
this instrument will briefly be given. 
organization may have been involved with one or more organizations in one or more 
task areas. Thus the following set of questions are to be asked for each respondent 
for each task area, for each organization coordinated with to complete that task. 
For example, if Civil Defense has 6 staff members, each with a responsibility for ? 
particular task (e.g., search, rescue, waning) each individual should be interview 
If the same respondent has been involved in several task areas then each person 
s h d d  be interviewed about his involvement in each task area. 
on a task, they coordinate with one or more than one organization, that: 
relationship should be questioned for each organization. 
of administering the instrument the following steps should be taken: 

The instrument is task oriented. An 

If in their work 

In terms of the mechanics 

1) Fill out the sheet as you ask the questions. This way the information is 
already in usable form and is available in the case of tape recorder dysfunction. 

2) This sheet attempts to document the nature of one organization's relation- 
ship with another organization concerning the nature of their contact for s task 
area, Thus, a form is to be completed for each organizational contact for each 
task area. 
three sheets would be filled out to chart how this was accomplished. 
on search and rescue with two police organizations and the fire department, three 
more sheets would be required. 
temporary housing, then one sheet is to be filled out, 
involved with, then a total of 7 sheets would be required to trace their involvemen. 

WhlL 
one organization or individual may be central in the community response and thus be 
involved in several tasks with several organizations, most organizations are 
involved in one task with one or two organizations. 
Would be lengthy due to the centrality of involvement, this is warranted for this 
very reason. 
immediaee disaster, but this is a common strategy for central figures, 

Thus, if Civil Defense worked on warning with three organizations, 
If it worked 

If QD worked wFth one organization concerning 
If this is all CD Was 

While this may seem like a phenomenal task, this is really nor the case. 

Thus, while some inteWews 

This may require an interview at a time more removed from the 

Also, a closer look at the instrument shms that very few, if any, organizatio 
would be involved in all of the activities listed. 
asked, not all of them are relevant and thus the administration of the instrument 
is quite rapid. 

3) If an organization, when working with another organization on the.campletir 
of a task would transfer more than (1) one of the following: personnel, ,-pment, 
information, instructions, then a separate sheet should be filled sut for each type 
of transfer (section 3 of instrument) which was made. It is m e  that more than 
one type of transfer is made, but if this does occur, the. information concerning 
this transfer (e.g., what, how much, by what type of contact, how important was the 
transfer, etc,) is necessary for a complete picture. 

Thus, while each question is 
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Turnins to the instrument ,tself, a brief summary of the intent of the 
questions will be given. 

Section P 

In this section we want to know which organization is being interviewed, w'nat 
task area this organization was involved in, position of the individual respondent 
in the organization, when the task xms originated and completed and if the task 
was completed 1) independent of anocher organization, 2) by absorption of another 
organizakion's resources, or 3) in coordination with another organization. This 
will give us an indicsrtion of who worked with whom in each task area and will give 
us a beginning on perceiving any sociometric patterns. 

Section 2 

This section of the instrument tries to capture the power, responsibility or 
dominance structure in the community response pattern as well as shoving how this 
came about. 
Cask area. 

Thus we knob3 sho was responsible for gearing up the response for each 

Section 3 

Here any transfers, the amount, the direction of transfer and the type of 

Again direction of trans2er Ts sought: to get a clear 
contact utilized will help to specify further the nature of any coordination which 
took place for any task. 
p5cture of where the resouxes were and who utilized them. 

Section 4 

In this section an attempt is made to see 57hat the non-disaster contact 
patterns were between the twa organizations coordinated to see how important and 
consistent non-disaster community contacts are in shaping the emergency response 
pat e: erns. 
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Response Coordination Field Instrument 2nd Revision 8/73 

*.)Organization being interviewed 

Position of respondent 

Task 

then initiated When completed I 

How t7as task completed: (1) other organization coordination with (name) 
(2) other organization's resources absorbed (name) 
(3) accoinplished independently -- 

;;I IF INVOLVED WITH ANOTHER OXAMIZATION: 
l?ho initiated this arrangement? - 
How was this arrangement arrived at? (circle one) formal meeting informal meeti 

phone call OltUX 

'> THERE ANY TRANSFERS? (circle one) personnel equipment information instructioa 

If personnel or equipment: no. type direction of transfer 

If information or instructions: seeking % giving % 

Position of individual contacted in other organization 

Types of contacts: 
formal meeting 

both present but no interaction (freq Er duration) 

both present and interacted (freq br duration) 
inform1 (face-to-face) (freq & duration) 

phone, radio (Ereq ise duration) 

m memos, reports, letters (freq & duration) 

Bow important: was this eransfer to complete this task? 

Cirection of contact(s): self-initiated % Other initiated 4 

'-> HON-EMERGEEJCY CONTACT : 

Purpose Frequency 

Type: formal meeting % informal face-to-face % 

phone x 
.Direction of contact(s): self-initiated % Other initiated % 

Was it particularly easy working with this organization in this kask area and why? 
Or were there difficulties in working with organization and why? 

I 


